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Abstract

Original Article

IntroductIon

The visualization of whole‑slide images (WSI) on a computer 
screen is a central part in digital pathology. WSI is high‑resolution 
scans of glass slides, often scanned at 0.5 µm/pixel (mpp) or 0.25 
mpp which corresponds to optical magnifications of ×20 or ×40, 
respectively. Higher resolutions are also possible but less common. 
Depending on the resolution and the tissue amount on the slide, 
the resulting WSI can be of gigapixel size with dimensions of 
100,000 × 100,000 px or more. No computer screen exists which 
can display a WSI as a whole. For example, a standard screen of 
1900 × 1080 px can display only 0.02% of the above dimensions.

Therefore, many web‑based digital slide viewers[1‑7] are 
built using OpenSlide and OpenSeadragon[8] (OSD), an 
open‑source library to view and navigate high‑resolution 
images (there are also other techniques, such as OpenLayers[9] 
or own developments, e.g., Bio‑Atlas[10] or Brain Maps[11]). 
Specifically, OSD provides the class DziTileSource to interact 
with deep zoom images (DZI). The DZI format is a specific 

structure currently described and maintained by Microsoft[12] to 
store large images in a pyramidal way. The basis of the pyramid 
forms the original image that is then downscaled by a factor of 
two to generate the consecutive level. This level is then again 
downscaled by a factor of two to build the next level, and so 
forth, until the resulting level has a dimension of 1 × 1 px (half 
pixels by division of odd dimensions are rounded up). Further, 
every level is cut in separate squared blocks with fixed size. 
This increases the total file size of the image but comes with 
several advantages for image streaming in a viewer.

Background: Web‑based digital slide viewers for pathology commonly use OpenSlide and OpenSeadragon (OSD) to access, visualize, and 
navigate whole‑slide images (WSI). Their standard settings represent WSI as deep zoom images (DZI), a generic image pyramid structure 
that differs from the proprietary pyramid structure in the WSI files. The transformation from WSI to DZI is an additional, time-consuming 
step when rendering digital slides in the viewer, and inefficiency of digital slide viewers is a major criticism for digital pathology. Aims: To 
increase efficiency of digital slide visualization by serving tiles directly from the native WSI pyramid, making the transformation from WSI 
to DZI obsolete. Methods: We implemented a new flexible tile source for OSD that accepts arbitrary native pyramid structures instead of DZI 
levels. We measured its performance on a data set of 8104 WSI reviewed by 207 pathologists over 40 days in a web-based digital slide viewer 
used for routine diagnostics. Results: The new FlexTileSource accelerates the display of a field of view in general by 67 ms and even by 117 
ms if the block size of the WSI and the tile size of the viewer is increased to 1024 px. We provide the code of our open-source library freely 
on https://github.com/schuefflerlab/openseadragon. Conclusions:This is the first study to quantify visualization performance on a web-based 
slide viewer at scale, taking block size and tile size of digital slides into account. Quantifying performance will enable to compare and improve 
web‑based viewers and therewith facilitate the adoption of digital pathology.
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In a web viewer, rather than downloading the complete DZI 
file, OSD displays only the currently viewed part of the DZI by 
querying image tiles around the current location and zoom level 
on the image. The tile size in the viewer can be set separately 
and does not necessarily correspond to the block size in the file. 
OSD further allows the user to zoom and navigate through the 
image. The DZI pyramid enables OSD to sample the current 
subimage efficiently from higher pyramid levels, which is 
particularly useful when the user zooms out of the image.

However, even though WSI is scanned in a pyramidal format, 
they do not necessarily comply with the DZI standard. For 
example, with the scanner AT2 (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo 
Grove, Illinois, USA), WSI is scanned with 2–4 levels only, 
where every level is a downscale of the factor 4 of the one 
below. Since OSD’s DziTileSource expects a standard DZI as 
input, a translation has to be made from the proprietary image 
pyramid to DZI [Figure 1].

This translation is conducted by the DeepZoomGenerator 
extension of the open‑source library OpenSlide[13] (OS). 
While OS provides libraries to open and read tiles from WSI 
of various scanner vendors, DeepZoomGenerator generates a 
virtual DZI structure around the native image pyramid of the 
digital slide. It does so by identifying the best suitable native 
pyramid level for each DZI level as the closest level with equal 
or larger dimension and downscaling blocks from this native 
level to the DZI level resolution. This conversion can cost time 
in situations where the WSI does not contain all levels of a DZI.

For example, if a tile from a DZI level is queried by OSD and 
there is a corresponding native level in the WSI, the tile can 
directly be taken from that native level and no downscaling 
is needed. If a tile from a DZI level is queried in between two 

native levels of the WSI, OS will adjust the tile coordinates 
to the next larger native level, retrieve the larger tile there, 
and downscale it back to the queried resolution. Depending 
on the level mismatch of the proprietary WSI and the DZI, 
this tile conversion can happen many times during a slide 
review and add a certain delay to the viewing experience. 
Note that, OS employs a comprehensive caching strategy such 
that downscaled tiles do not have to be recreated again when 
revisiting the same area. However, in routine slide review, 
most parts of a slide are inspected only once such that the 
“first-time” view, in which OS cannot benefit from the cache, 
is of most importance.

In this work, we provide a new tile source definition 
FlexTileSource, as an alternative to OSDs DziTileSource. 
FlexTileSource is flexible in the specification of the image 
pyramid and does not require a DZI format. One can specify the 
number, dimensions, and tile sizes of the pyramid levels, and 
OSD will only query for tiles from the given levels instead of 
querying for tiles from the standard DZI pyramid. This makes 
internal steps of tile downscaling and additional queries for 
tiles on intermediate levels obsolete, thereby increasing the 
speed at which tiles can be provided to the viewer’s field of 
view (FOV), ultimately increasing the overall performance.

FlexTileSource has been tested over 40 days using an in-house 
developed web‑based slide viewer used by 207 pathologists 
in a routine diagnostic workflow.[14,15,16]. We show that it 
consistently increases the visualization performance by 50 ms/
FOV, with progressive efficiency on WSI with more native 
levels. Further, we show that FOVs are served faster with 
larger block and tile sizes than used today. FlexTileSource is 
applicable not only to WSI but also to any other zoomable 
image that has a native non‑DZI standard pyramid structure. 

Figure 1: Two different tile serving approaches. With the traditional OpenSlide DziTileSource (top), the native image pyramid of a whole‑slide image (left) 
with fixed block size and arbitrary levels has to be “converted” to a deep zoom image format with all pyramid levels and viewer specific tile size. 
Depending on the displayed field of view, stitching, cropping, and downscaling of blocks are necessary to produce a tile. Alternatively, we propose 
FlexTileSource, which directly picks tiles from the whole‑slide image pyramid levels (bottom). Repetitive access to native levels and downscaling to 
intermediate levels is not needed. Instead, the viewer uses the tiles longer before “jumping” to another level, removing the need to load and generate 
tiles from nonexistent levels
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The library is open source, free to use, and available at https://
github.com/schuefflerlab/openseadragon.

Besides DZI, OSD provides tile sources for Legacy 
Image Pyramids (International Image Interoperability 
Framework [IIIF]), (open street maps [OSMs]), (tiled map 
service [TMS]), Zoomify, Custom Tile Sources, and Simple 
Image. Legacy Image Pyramids are intended for pyramids 
of full images rather than tiles and thus are not suitable to 
high-resolution images. IIIF is a quite flexible image standard 
but only supports full integer downscales of pyramid levels. 
OSM, TMS, Zoomify, and custom Tile Sources assume 
“perfect” pyramids by halving levels, similar as DZI, and 
have been developed for cartographic maps of geo‑referenced 
data. Simple Image does not employ zoomable high‑resolution 
images at all. Therefore, we propose FlexTileSource as a 
complementary extension of the powerful set of existing tile 
sources, tailored to the particularities of WSI.

Methods

To be compatible with OSD, the new tile source is described by 
an XML document with the extension flex. It specifies the new 
image type flex‑image‑pyramid, the file format of the tiles, and 
all levels of the pyramid by their width, height, tile width, and 
tile height [Figure 2]. Internally, FlexTileSource is built as a new 
OSD class that implements the required interfaces of a tile source, 
namely supports, configure, and getTileUrl. supports detects 
whether a new image file is valid and supports the new image type 
flex‑image‑pyramid. Configure is based on the implementation of 
the DziTileSource interface but has been adjusted to read the flex 
files as custom definitions of pyramid levels instead of calculating 
pyramid levels based on the base image only. getTileUrl has 
been implemented to query tiles by their slide level and address, 
i.e., https://tileserver/{level}/{x}_{y}.{fileformat}.

Where level is the native pyramid level number (level 0 being the 
base image,) and x and y are the coordinates of the queried tile 
on that level assuming a tile width and height as specified in the 
xml. For a detailed description of the tile source, we refer to the 
source code on https://github.com/schuefflerlab/openseadragon.

Data and experiment
We included the new tile source in a web‑based digital slide 
viewer that is routinely used for clinical purposes. Over a time 
period of 40 days, 207 distinct pathologists accessed 8104 WSI 

that meets all three inclusion criteria. First, WSI were included 
that was digitized with an AT2 scanner (Leica Biosystems, 
Buffalo Grove, IL, USA), as their native pyramid information 
can be easily be read and their block size can be configured on the 
scanner level. Second, WSI were included that have been opened 
from the laboratory information system to focus on slide reviews 
in a clinical setting. Although we do not expect major differences 
to other settings (research, education), where slides might be 
reviewed for a longer time, repetitive, or be annotated, we want 
to exclude the possibility of any variations in this setting as much 
as possible. Furthermore, in a clinical setting, WSI are typically 
opened the first time such that caching artifacts are largely 
excluded. Finally, included WSI had to be JPEG compressed to 
exclude compression and decompression influences.

3214 of the WSI were internally opened using the proposed 
FlexTileSource and 4890 with OSD’s DziTileSource as 
comparison. To investigate the relationship between block size, 
tile size, and the two tile sources, we applied different block 
sizes to the scanner settings prior scanning (240 px, 256 px, 
512 px, and 1024 px) and different tile sizes in the viewer (512 
px, 1024 px, and 1980 px).

During their slide review, pathologists navigated through the 
slide including zooming and panning. For every navigation 
event, OSD will load new tiles to render the target FOV. 
Both, the navigation and the complete loading of a FOV are 
programmatically detectable events in OSD. These events were 
used to record the time taken from the beginning of a navigation 
to the completion of the FOV, together with the number of loaded 
tiles and the size of the FOV. Note that, if the user continues 
moving through the image without waiting for the FOV to be 
fully loaded, the tile counter and the time to render the FOV will 
continue to grow. To avoid side effects in such scenarios such 
as networking queue effects and other latencies, we included 
only events in which the user did not continue to move the FOV 
before it was fully loaded, which happened for 56,440 FOVs.

The raw time to display the FOV TFOV in ms was normalized 
to a standard FOV size of 1920 × 1080 px to compensate for 
different window and monitor sizes and for different tile sizes. 
This is done by multiplying TFOV by the factor of expected 
versus actual number of tiles n: TsFOV = TFOV × (nexp/n),

Where nexp is the expected number of tiles for the standard 
FOV size.

Every tile created and sent to the client was also cached in the 
viewer backend such that the FOV was loaded faster when the user 
came back to the same location. The time to render a FOV will also 
depend on the network speed and viewer server specifications. All 
our experiments were conducted with a 1 Gb/s network between 
viewer server and with a viewer server as specified earlier.[14]

results

Pathologists launched the viewer from the LIS in a web browser 
with a median FOV width of 1920 px (360 px– 5120 px) and 
height of 887 px (271 px– 2260 px).

Figure 2: Example query and response for a flex image pyramid 
description of a whole‑slide image with 4 levels and original width and 
height of 61,917 × 43,923 px
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Figure 3 illustrates the overall time differences for FOVs of 
slides that were internally visualized using the FlexTileSource 
or DziTileSource. The median time to fully load the FOV was 
308 ms or 375 ms, respectively. Our proposed tile source was 
significantly 67 ms faster (student’s t‑test P < 0.01). The only 
difference of the two scenarios is the use of a tile source which 
queries tiles only from native slide levels instead of additional 
intermediate levels.

We illustrate the impact of the number of native levels in 
Figure 4. Slides with 2 native levels don’t profit significantly 
from the new tile source (P = 0.974), while slides with 3 or 4 
native levels increasingly benefit with 51 ms (P < 0.01) and 
75 ms (P < 0.01) median performance gain.

Block size and tile size
An important relationship exists between block size and tile 
size. Blocks are static image patches with fixed size saved 
in the WSI during scanning whereas tiles are image patches 
with configurable size displayed in the viewer. There can be 
three scenarios how tiles are formed from the blocks: first, if 
the tiles in the viewer are of the same size as the blocks in the 
WSI, the tile server can serve the blocks as they are. Second, 
if the tile size is a multiple of the block size, blocks will be 
stitched together to form a tile. Third, if the tiles are of unrelated 
size to each other, the tile server stitches and crops blocks to 
form the resulting tile. In our experiment, the three scenarios 
resulted in varying FOV loading time in the different scenarios. 
We utilized WSI with block sizes of either 240 px, 256 px, 
512 px, or 1024 px, and tile sizes of either 512 px, 1024 px 
or 1920 px, respectively. Figure 5 shows the FOV loading 
time of the different block and tile sizes as measured by the 
viewer. We grouped WSI with equal tile sizes and equal block 

sizes together and compared the loading time of our new tile 
source with OSD’s DZI tile source. The first group of 8 boxes 
comprises WSI with a tile size of 512 px . Half of them have 
been served with the original DziTileSource (red) and half of 
them with the new FlexTileSource (blue). Further, a quarter 
of those WSI used a block size of 240 px, 256 px, 512 px, or 
1024 px, respectively. The next 8 boxes contain only WSI 
with a viewer tile size of 1024 px and so on. Four insights are 
remarkable here: first, with a tile size of 512 px, the FOV needs 
at least 155 ms to be fully rendered, regardless of the block 
size. With larger tiles, the FOV can be displayed already after 
26 ms. This can be explained by the higher number of tiles 
needed for the FOV: at 512 px, on average 12 tiles needed to 
fit a 1920 × 1080 px FOV, while for 1024 px and 1920 px tiles, 
only 4 tiles are needed.

Second, larger WSI block sizes lead to faster FOV rendering 
regardless of the tile size. This can be explained by that 
large blocks do not require stitching very often (but mostly 
cropping). A large block can then be reused by OS to generate 
the neighboring tile, without the need to read the neighbor 
block from the WSI file.

Third, constellations in which the tile size is not a multiple 
of the block size or vice versa result the highest variance. 
This could indicate the higher number of block stitching and 
cropping processes which require the longest time to generate 
a tile altogether.

These three observations depend on block, tile, and FOV 
size only, and not on the tile source. However, the fourth 
observation illustrates the performance advantage of the 
FlexTileSource: the overall fastest configuration to display a 
full FOV was at a block and tile size of both 1024 px using the 

Figure 3: Overall performance gain to display a field of view is 
67 ms (P < 0.01). Left: 32,785 field of view change events using the 
state‑of‑the‑art DziTileSource took 375 ms to fully load the field of view. 
Right: 20,899 field of view change events using the new FlexTileSource 
needed 308 ms. This includes all block sizes and tile sizes

Figure 4: The benefit of the new FlexTileSource is larger the more 
levels the whole‑slide image has. For 2‑level whole‑slide image, Δt 
is 18 ms (P = 0.974); for 3‑level whole‑slide image, Δt is 51 ms (P < 0.01); 
and for 4‑level whole‑slide image, Δt is 75 ms (P < 0.01)
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new tile source only. With a median time of 313 ms per FOV, 
this is 117 ms faster (P < 0.01) than the fasted configuration 
with the traditional tile source at a block size of 240 px and a 
tile size of 512 px (430 ms).

dIscussIon and conclusIon

Web‑based digital slide viewers that use OSD and OS 
commonly mimic a DZI structure around the WSI for 
visualization. Creating tiles on virtual levels which are not 
present in the slide file can cost time for stitching, cropping, 
downscaling, and transfer over the network.

Therefore, we propose a new tile source which directly streams 
tiles from the native levels of a slide instead of from the DZI 
format. The native image pyramid can comprise an arbitrary 
number of levels with arbitrary dimensions, and no regular or 
systematic pyramid structure is needed. Furthermore, every level 
can potentially use arbitrary tile sizes. This makes our tile source 
flexible and applicable to zoomable images other than WSI.

We showed on a dataset of 8104 WSI reviewed by 207 
pathologists in a production clinical setting that our tile source 
is able to significantly increase the speed to display a FOV 
overall by 67 ms. Further, we showed that the FlexTileSource 
is faster the more native levels a WSI has.

We illustrated the relationship of a WSI’s block size and the 
viewer’s tile size. Larger block sizes tend to be faster for the 
viewing experience since OS has to access the file less often 

than with smaller blocks and since fewer stitching operations 
have to be made. In general, block size and tile size should 
be proportional to avoid too many stitching and cropping 
processes. We demonstrated that a block size and a tile size 
of 1024 px each, together with the new tile source, led to 
significantly fastest viewing experience with a rendering time 
of 313 ms/FOV for a modern computer screen, 117 ms faster 
than standard approaches with a block size of 256 px and tile 
size of 512 px that are widely used today (430 ms).

The impact of our tile source on the efficiency for digital sign 
out on a case level needs yet to be assessed in future research. 
Still, there is no doubt that fast and seamless web viewers 
will facilitate the adoption of digital pathology. And with 
our study, we provide another step into this direction with a 
simple software extension to tune the time to render a FOV. 
This can further be useful when additional tile postprocessing 
is applied such as color alterations, on devices with slow 
network connection, or in other cases where the overall FOV 
rendering time is valuable. Finally, while this study focuses on 
improvements for web‑viewers that use OS and OSD, there are 
further streaming improvements possible when using different 
technologies in the first place, such as pretiling or other image 
formats, which are to be investigated in future studies.
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